
BUILDING BLESSED CLASSROOMS

CONTACT US
Aanyedoo

0271217385

10 Salwat Rd, Ashongman Bridge

www.aanyedoo.com

IG @aanyedoo

We help children discover new

and amazing adventures that

will empower them through

CHRISELL to guarantee a

BLESSED and successful life.

CHRISELL- Christian Social and

Emotional  Leadership Learning

is based on Joshua 1:8



FOUNDATION  LEVEL
The School Run Foundation 

 program is made up of 3 modules :
introduce- 3 to 5 years

Investigate- 5 to 7 years

Indulge-  7 plus

Each module is made of 3  sessions
which are designed and targeted at a

particular age group.

Each module is run for a year of the

academic calendar. Each module also

comprises of 3 sessions which are

delivered each term. Each session  is

based on a theme and it also made up 

 of 3 lessons.

 THE PROGRAM

Success isn't all IQ. Indeed studies

in some states in the United States

have shown that schools that have

Social and emotional learning

infused into their curricula

outperform their counterparts by

up to 11 times.

The School Run is a holistic curriculum-based

program which uses reading as a tool to change

the school culture by introducing Christian

Social and Emotional learning and leadership

(CHRISELL) to the classrooms.

Specifically the program transforms classrooms

into a BLESSED one, enabling the environment

for both academic and lifelong success. To

achieve this, we work with the following

stakeholders:

GETTING STARTED
SIGN UP - Contact us and request for a demo.

SELECT - Discuss the program details and select

starting level and date.

SET UP - Sign agreement, engage teachers and

other staff and work on classroom setup.

PRICING
We offer 3 affordable and flexible payment

plans because we at Aanyedoo, believe in

accessibility and availability

DEMO- All requests for Demos are at 200ghc 

per session

LESSON  DETAILS

Classroom based - which involves

lessons from the school curriculum to

make the lessons meaningful and

interactive. There are 7 lessons in this

block, namely, sensory, science,

literacy social studies, maths, art and

music 

Beyond classroom- these are activities

that teach the CHRISELL principles : 

Christian character building

Leadership development

Social and emotional learning 

Each lesson has 2 main blocks:

Lessons are delivered once a month either by the

Aanyedoo faciilitator or the classroom teacher


